We describe a continuous-variable error correction protocol that can correct the Gaussian noise induced by linear loss on Gaussian states. The protocol can be implemented using linear optics and photon counting. We explore the theoretical bounds of the protocol as well as the expected performance given current knowledge and technology.
I. INTRODUCTION
Continuous-variable quantum information protocols use quantum operations and measurements acting on states with continuous eigenvalue spectra to perform quantum information tasks such as quantum teleportation, quantum key distribution, and quantum processing [1] . An attraction of continuous-variable protocols is that many require only Gaussian states, operations, and measurements [2] -all of which can be implemented deterministically in optics with current technology. However, many applications also require the ability to error correct the quantum states in order to realize their full potential.
Recently it has been proven that error correction of Gaussian noise, imposed on Gaussian states, using Gaussian operations is impossible [3] . This is a significant result as Gaussian noise is the most common source of errors for continuous-variable states. It is thus of considerable interest to determine whether additional, non-Gaussian resources, can be employed to allow error correction of continuous-variable states against Gaussian noise. Here we answer this question in the affirmative by describing an error correction protocol that is effective against the Gaussian noise produced by loss. Although in principle our protocol could be applied to any physical architecture, we will focus particularly on optics given its experimental relevance. The only additional non-Gaussian operation required for our protocol is photon counting.
A Gaussian continuous-variable error correction protocols based on a direct generalization of the Shor 9-qubit error correction code [4] has been developed [5, 6] and demonstrated experimentally [7] . This code can correct a large range of non-Gaussian errors but not Gaussian errors. Other protocols for correcting more specific types of non-Gaussian noise imposed on Gaussian states, using Gaussian operations have also been proposed and demonstrated [8, 9] . Methods for correcting Gaussian noise imposed on specific non-Gaussian code states have also been described [10, 11] .
We consider a situation in which we wish to transmit an ensemble of quantum states through a channel of loss η [see Fig. 1(a) ]. The loss inevitably couples the system to the environment and reduces the distinguishability of the states, producing errors in any quantum information encoded in the ensemble. Successful error correction should reduce the effective loss on the channel thus leading to a lower error rate. Instead of considering error correction based on error correction codes such as those discussed above, we will consider error correction based on the distillation of entanglement [12] , and the subsequent use of the distilled entanglement for teleportation [see Fig. 1(b) ]. Distillation of continuous-variable entanglement is known to be possible using photon counting [13, 14] . Here we will use a convenient distillation approach based on heralded noiseless linear amplification that has been demonstrated recently [15] .
Although a well known equivalence between error correction and distillation exists for discrete variables the situation is not so straightforward for continuous variables. The problem is that continuous-variable entanglement is only strictly maximal in the limit of infinite energy. The effect of nonmaximal entanglement is to add noise in the teleportation protocol, and thus potentially compromise any error correction achieved via the distillation. However, here we show that by modifying the teleportation protocol, error correction can be achieved in the absence of maximal entanglement.
II. TELEPORTATION
Continuous-variable teleportation utilizes shared Einstein, Podolsky, Rosen (EPR) entanglement (also known as twomode squeezing), and homodyne detection to transmit quantum field states between two locations [16] . One arm of the entanglement and the state to be transmitted is held by Alice who mixes them together on a 50:50 beamsplitter and then detects both outputs with homodyne detectors, tuned to detect conjugate field quadratures. A classical message containing the outcomes of the detections is sent from Alice to Bob. Bob holds the other half of the entanglement. He uses the classical message to displace each of the quadratures of his half of the entanglement proportionally to the outcomes of Alice's measurements. The sharing of the entanglement allows the quantum state so transmitted to have a similarity to the state that Alice held superior to that which could be achieved by any purely classical channel. Several demonstrations of continuous-variable teleportation have been carried out [17, 18] with fidelities above 80% now achieved [19] .
Teleportation is normally discussed (and implemented) with unity gain, of the classical channel, that is, such that the average values of the quadrature variables of Bob's reconstructed state are equal to those of Alice's original state. However it has been known for some time that useful outcomes can also be achieved using nonunity gain for the Noiseless amplification is nondeterministic so most attempts fail. These are discarded. When an attempt succeeds the entanglement is used to teleport the input to the output by making dual homodyne measurements at the input and sending the results to the output where they are used to displace the output state. If the gain of the NLA is sufficiently large and the gain of the output displacement is chosen correctly, the effective channel is a lossy channel of higher transmission than the direct channel, and hence the output state contains less errors.
classical channel [20, 21] . We can describe the initial shared entanglement in the number basis as
where the strength of the entanglement is given by the parameter χ , with χ = 0 corresponding to no entanglement and χ = 1 corresponding to maximal entangement. As described in Ref. [21] . if the gain of the classical channel is chosen to be
where
is the antisqueezing of the entanglement source, then in the Heisenberg picture the output mode of the teleporter under ideal conditions of unit efficiency and pure entanglement is given bŷ
whereâ is the input mode andv is a second mode initially in the vacuum state. The transformation of Eq. (3) is identical to that induced by passing the modeâ through a lossy channel of efficiency λ. As V → ∞, λ → 1 and the output becomes identical to the input. If the quantum channel between Alice and Bob through which the entanglement is distributed has efficiency η then this can be compensated for by further adjusting the gain of the teleporter to λ = ηλ such that now the output mode of the teleporter is given
, andv 2 is another mode prepared in the vacuum state. The transformation of Eq. (4) is again identical to that induced by passing the modê a through a lossy channel, this time of efficiency ηλ. Now in the limit of maximal entanglement the output becoms equivalent to a lossy channel of transmission η. Thus teleportation using entanglement distributed in this way through a lossy channel cannot improve the effective efficiency.
III. NOISELESS LINEAR AMPLIFICATION
In order to improve the effective channel between Alice and Bob provided by teleportation, we need to distill improved shared entanglement. For EPR entanglement this can be achieved using heralded noiseless linear amplification (NLA). An NLA implements the number state transformation |n → √ G|n [15, 22] where G is the amplifier gain (G > 1). This in turn implies that coherent states are amplified without a noise penalty, that is, |α → | √ Gα , hence the term noiseless amplification. This transformation is necessarily nondeterministic and the probability of success is state and gain dependent, going to zero for certain state and gain combinations that would otherwise lead to unphysical output states. A generic bound on the probability of success of the NLA is obtained by considering its effect on a Gaussian ensemble of coherent states with variance V t . A successful run of the NLA produces a new ensemble of coherent states, now with variance V t > V t . The signal to noise of the conditional state has increased. On average, signal to noise should not increase, thus quite generally
where P is the probability of success of the NLA and it has been assumed that the NLA produces vacuum when it fails. The NLA can be implemented using linear optics and photon counting [15, 22] and has been demonstrated experimentally [15, 23, 24] . A basic amplifying unit is constructed from a simple linear optical network. An ancilla single photon is injected along with the state to be amplified. If a single photon is counted in the ancilla state output the device has succeeded. Provided the output state has an average photon numbern 1, then the state will be faithfully amplified. A mutlipath inteferometer can be constructed to fan out the input state over N paths, each of which contains a basic amplifying unit. The state is then reconstructed by recombining the paths. Provided N n then a state withn > 1 can be amplified. The probability of success of the linear optics construction is
where ξ is a state dependent normalization factor of order 1. Because N n, P lo is only comparable to P when the amplified output state hasn 1. Amplification via this method is impractical whenn 1 due to the very low probability of success.
Application of the NLA to EPR entanglement can increase the entanglement. We are particularly interested in the case in which the entanglement has experienced loss. According to Ref. [22] , for entanglement distributed via a lossy channel of efficiency η, if the NLA is applied by Bob to his arm of the entanglement, then a successful run of the noiseless amplifier changes the effective efficiency of the line to
In addition the effective entanglement is increased according to
Using Eq. (5) we can conclude that in principle the probability of success for this transformation is bounded by
IV. ERROR CORRECTION
We are now in a position to describe the error correction protocol [see Fig. 1(b) ]. The lossy channel we wish to error correct runs between Alice and Bob. Alice holds a two-mode squeezer, that is, a source of EPR entanglement, while Bob holds a heralded noiseless amplifier. To prepare the channel Alice repeatedly sends entanglement to Bob who tries to amplify it. When Bob succeeds he tells Alice who then uses the distributed entanglement to teleport her quantum state to Bob, with a classical gain λ = η eff λ eff , where λ eff is given by Eq. (2) with the substitution V → V eff = (1 + χ eff )/(1 − χ eff ). Hence we conclude from Eqs. (4), (7), and (8) that the efficiency of the error corrected channel is
For G > 1/χ 2 we have η ec > η and the channel has been error corrected. On the other hand, according to Eq.
as the probability of success is zero for higher gains. Thus the best effective channel that can be achieved is
FIG. 2. Upper bounds on probability of success vs effective channel transmission for the error corrected channel on a log-linear scale. Regions of the graph below the curves are physically allowed. The initial channel transmission is η = 0.9 but the graphs would be almost identical for lower initial channel transmissions. Two different values for the initial entanglement are plotted. In principle, by making χ 2 1, any lossy channel can be made arbitrarily close to an effective channel of ideal transmission (η ecl = 1). Physically the approach is to distribute very weak EPR entanglement through the lossy channel and try to amplify it up to very strong entanglement with the NLA. When this succeeds a very good effective teleportation channel is created. Of course, Eq. (11) is in the limit of zero probability of success. In Fig. 2 we plot effective transmission against probability of success for two values of χ , showing the trade-off between best effective channel and probability of success.
V. ERROR CORRECTION WITH LINEAR OPTICS
As mentioned earlier, amplification via the known linear optics method is impractical for states of large photon number, or in particular to produce states of large photon number. In order to achieve the effective channel transmissions depicted in Fig. 2 , amplification to very high squeezing levels, and hence high photon numbers, is required. Hence probabilities of success would be prohibitively low for achieving high transmissions using the linear optics approach. However, Eq. (10) tells us that even very poor channels can be improved. This may still result in useful error correction even if the final channel remains quite poor. We expect linear optics techniques to be practical in this scenario. This is confirmed by Fig. 3 where we plot effective transmission against actual probability of success for the linear optics scheme. Strong initial entanglement allows an order of magnitude improvement in the effective channel transmission (albeit off a low base) with probabilities of success as high as 1%.
VI. CONCLUSION
We have constructed an error correction scheme based on continuous-variable entanglement and teleportation, and noiseless linear amplification. The scheme can correct lossinduced errors on any field states passing through the channel.
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This includes qubit states based on single photons and Schrödinger cat type states, as well as more traditional continuous-variable states such as coherent states. In principle, the error correction can be implemented using only linear optics and photon counting and we have shown that significant improvements in effective channel transmission can be achieved using known techniques. Correcting to high-channel transmissions is impractical with current techniques due to very low probabilities of success, however the theoretical bounds for the NLA do permit error correction to highchannel transmissions for reasonable probabilities of success, motivating a search for more efficient protocols. We have restricted ourselves to pure loss here. A nontrivial extension to this work would be to consider the error correction of thermalized channels.
Throughout this discussion, for simplicity, we have assumed ideal operation of the error correction elements: the entanglement generation, the teleporter, and the NLA. This is a reasonable assumption provided their efficiencies are much higher than that of the channel that is being corrected. Such a scenario is consistent with quantum communications applications. However, for quantum computing applications we require fault tolerance [4, 25] , that is, the elements used to correct the errors may be as inefficient as the channel itself. It is an open question as to whether error correction of the type described here can be made fault tolerant.
